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Abstra t
There are many ombinatorially omplete sets of ombinators, or `instru tion sets' to whi h the - al ulus an be ompiled. The most famous
are perhaps f S; K g and f B; C; K; W g. Several authors have observed
that there is a set of `arithmeti al' ombinators f A; M; E; N g arising from
the Chur h numerals, whi h is also ombinatorially omplete. However
their sets of ombinators are not absolutely perfe t. The perfe t set of
ombinators ( f (+); (); (^); 0 g in se tion-notation) is de ned herein.
There is ertain 4-instru tion ma hine, with op odes fAdd; Mul; Exp; Nopg,
whi h is surely the last word in omputer ar hite ture. It may be that
there is more to this ma hine than entertainment, as the garbage olle tor
an exe ute the whole instru tion set ex ept addition.

I am thinking of rewriting this under the heading `exponential al ulus', and
drying out the humour. Meanwhile, I am rather interested in pursuing a ertain
idea whi h is roughly explained in the penultimate se tion (se tion 5 on page 10
alled `streams and dreams'. The idea is to express the simply typed - al ulus
with arithmeti ombinators, and to extend the type stru ture with a unary type
onstru tor for in nite streams, with asso iated onstants. The arithmeti operators extend in a pointwise fashion to streams. Then one adds an operator
taking streams to streams, whi h expresses a ertain kind of ` umulative omposition', and is losely related to the re ursion onstant in Godel's T. I dare to
hope that this will lead to a new kind of ordinal analysis for this system.
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Introdu tion

Suppose we write appli ation ba kwards, with the fun tion after the argument,
as mathemati ians sometimes do. The notation is usually alled `algebrai notation', but I will refer to it as `exponential notation', for reasons that will soon
be lear. Perhaps it is ongenial if you visualise data as starting on the left and
owing through su essive fun tions towards the right.
Let us use ^ as an in x notation for appli ation written ba kwards.
(Juxtaposition ( ) is more often used in real life, but in most fun tional
languages, juxtaposition is already in use for the reverse operator.) The symbol
is hosen to evoke `exponential' asso iations, as we shall shortly introdu e the
familiar arithmeti al operators , 1, +, 0. We take all binary operators to
be right asso iative, so that for example a ^ b ^ is bra keted a ^ (b ^ ),
orresponding to the left asso iativity of the normal juxtaposition operator.
In onne tion with the normal appli ation notation it is supremely natural
to introdu e the normal omposition notation, and something like 1 for the
identity. In onne tion with exponential notation, for mirror-image reasons it
is natural to introdu e a multipli ation operator  , whi h is the reverse of
omposition.
a ^ (g  f ) = (a ^ g ) ^ f
(f  g) a = f (g a)
1a
= a
a^1
= a
What is more, on the arithmeti al side there is good use for the +
operator and 0. I do not know of any ommon notation for their ounterparts
in the normal olumn, so I shall use the operator +~ , and onstant 0~ :
a ^ (g + f ) = a ^ g  a ^ f
(f +~ g) a = f a  g a
~0 a
= 1
a^0
= 1
Let us take the ` ' rule for granted:
x^a=x^b
where x is fresh to a and b
a=b
This is a harmless form of mild extensionality, or perhaps exponentiality. Using
it, we an prove from the de nitions the following algebrai fa ts:
 (  ; 1) forms a monoid: i.e.  is asso iative, and has 1 as a left
and right neutral element.
 ( + ; 0) forms a monoid.
  distributes1 over + from the left:
a  (b + ) = a  b + a 
a0
= 0
Curiously, these laws2 are (roughly3) the main ones that ontinue to hold when
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1 is this
2 I have

how one uses `distributes' ?
seen su h a stru ture alled a `half-ring'. See [5℄. There may be some ategori al
notion too { some not-ne essarily- ommutative isotope of a bi artesian losed ategory?
3 We do not have 1 a = 1, nor 0  a = 0.
^
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-- `take over' operators
import Prelude hiding ((*),(^),(+))
-- usual
infixr 8
infixr 7
infixr 6
m +
m *
m ^
nop

n
n
n
f z

pre eden e
^
*
+
=
=
=
=

\f -> f ^ m * f ^ n
\f -> (f ^ m) ^ n
n m
z

Figure 1: Haskell ode for the arithmeti al ombinators.
arithmeti is extended to arbitrary orderings (well-founded or not). Other laws
that hold only in nite arithmeti fail. For example, the ommutativity of
multipli ation fails be ause it says that order of omposition does not matter.
(I have no explanation of this oin iden e.)
It is simple to translate arithmeti al notation into a Haskell style fun tional
program, without using re ursion. The ode is in gure 1 on page 3. 4 However,
by doing so, we have given ourselves the possibility of using (+), (*), and (^)
as if they were `numbers', that represent the arithmeti al operations in the sense
that the following laws hold:
b ^ a ^ (^) = a ^ b
b ^ a ^ () = a  b
b ^ a ^ (+) = a + b
These are the `arithmeti al ombinators' of Stenlund [25℄ page 21, S hwi htenberg [28℄ page 19, Burge [2℄ page 35, Rosenbloom [22℄ page 122, Chur h [3℄ page
10 (??), ( Barendregt?, Fit h?, Shoen nkel?, Curry?, Kleene?, Turing? ..) . ,
ex ept for a quibble. These gentry de ne the multipli ation ombinator to be
the transpose of (), namely (), whi h equals the lassi `B' ombinator. Their
addition ombinator is orrespondingly di erent. (It is +~ .) My de nitions
have the authority of Cantor, who appre iated exponential notation, and said
(after working with them for a while) that laws su h as:
a ^ (f  g ) = (a ^ g ) ^ f
were `repulsive' (abstoende in German) 5 6 .
...

...

4 Perhaps it is an anomaly in Haskell that one an `take over' the arithmeti al operators
for deviant purposes, but that one annot `take over' 0 and the other digits in the same way {
isn't there some way that ould work? Leslie Lamport has gured out something analogous for
his language `TLA'. See http://www.resear h.digital. om/SRC/tla/tla.html, somewhere.
5 I learnt this from page 120 of Potter's [21℄.
6 I suggest that a orre t de nition of the multipli ation ombinator an be read into
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Completeness

That the arithmeti al ombinators are fun tionally omplete, means that we
an introdu e -abstra tion as a faon-de-parler, and ompile untyped lambda
terms into equivalent appli ative terms (` ode') with only the arithmeti al ombinators. Be ause of the arithmeti al setting, it is natural to use logarithmi
notation `logx b' instead of `x:b' .)
To ompile into arithmeti al ombinators, rst onsider aÆne -abstra tion
logx b, where the bound variable x may have at most one o urren e in the body
b. The following ases are typi al. I have used `se tion notation', repla ing
a ^ (^) by (a^), et . .
 logx x = 1. (1 an be de ned as Junk ^ 0, where Junk is anything, eg 0.)
 logx(x ^ f ) = f , if x does not o ur in f . (The `' rule.)
 logx(a ^ x) = logx (x ^ (a^)) = (a^), if x does not o ur in a.
 logx(ak ^    ^ a1 ^ M ^ a) = (logx M )  a  (a1 ^)      (ak ^), if x does
not o ur in a1 ; : : : ; ak ; a.
 logx a = 0  (a^), if x does not o ur in a.
Here is arithmeti al ode for the lassi al (Shon nkel7 ) ombinators C , B
and K .
C = ()  ((^))
B = () ^ C
K = 0^C
Sin e C plays su h a key r^ole, it may be worth noting that
a^C
= (^)  (a)
b^a^C = a  (b^) :
As for the W ombinator8, onsider rst it's transpose:
W 0 = logy (logx (y ^ y ^ x))
Using the laws above for linear logarithms, one has W 0 = logy ((y^)  (y^)).
Then, by evident properties of (non-linear) logarithms,
W 0 = (^) + (^) ;
Wittgenstein's Tra tatus [33℄, at or around remarks 6.241, 6.02, and 6.021. Wittgenstein used
exponential notation in onne tion with iteration of operations, and in the 1910's thought of
numbers a la Chur h (to put it ana hronisti ally).
7 He alled them T , Z and C respe tively.
8 Judging by Stenlund [25℄ p 22, this de nition is (essentially) due to F. B. Fit h. For
amusement's sake, the W ombinator an also be oded (dreadfully) as follows.

W = (((^)  (0))+)  ()  (0 ^ ((^)  (^)))

(The odds are not good that I have trans ribed this orre tly.)
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so

= ((^) + (^)) ^ C :
You an always ompile logarithmi expressions to arithmeti al ode by
`brute for e', meaning rst translation to aÆne form by introdu ing W ombinators and then ompilation of the resulting aÆne term. (In parti ular ases
you an sometimes do better.)
Here are some mis ellaneous laws.
 logx(a  M ) = (logx M )  (a) if x does not o ur in a.
 logx(M  a) = (logx M )  ()  (a^) if x does not o ur in a.
 logx(M  N ) = (logx M ) + (logx N ).
 logx 1 = 0.
 logx(b + a  x) = (a)  (b+) if x does not o ur in a or b.
 logx(b + x  a) = ()  (a^)  (b+) if x does not o ur in a or b.
 logx(a  x + b) = (a)  (+)  (b^) if x does not o ur in a or b.
 logx(x  a + b) = ()  (a^)  (+)  (b^) if x does not o ur in a or b.
 (1) = (0+) = () ^ (1^) = (+) ^ (0^) = 1.
 ...
Another mis ellaneous thing: the usual pairing (a; b) = log ( a b) omes
out as (a^)  (b^), with proje tions (K ^) and (0^), whi h seems to make a weird
kind of sense.
It is interesting to spe ulate about inverses of the arithmeti al operations.
After all, the logarithm is in a sense an inverse for exponentiation. Can we
somehow express subtra tion, and division? As for division, I suspe t that sin e
multipli ation is not ommutative, one should look for left and right division
operators, say e=x and xne (whi h bind the variable x) su h that x  (xne) = e
and (e=x)  x = e for general (or merely `interesting') e, while xn(x  e) = e,
(e  x)=x = e for e in whi h x does not o ur free. (These are by analogy with
the ` ' law that x^ logx e = e for general e, and the `' law that logx (x^e) = e
for e in whi h x does not o ur free.) But perhaps one also needs remainder
operators of some kind? Maybe another ta k is to mimi the onstru tions of
the integers and the rationals from the natural numbers, as equivalen e lasses.
On e one gets spe ulating, there is no end to it. Is there is some way to
represent power-series? (For this one would probably have to onsider lazy
streams of some kind. As indi ated later, I think this is a interesting dire tion
for exploration.)
If one ompletely abandons oneself to the thought of using the - al ulus
as an `arithmeti ', then a host of almost hallu inatory questions arises. What
W
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about polynomials? Their roots? Fixed points of polynomials? Rational fun tions? Formal derivatives? Integration? Trigonometry? Power series? What
about hange of base in logarithms, or primes and unique fa torisation, or Diophantine equations, or having an ordered stru ture, or fa torials and Stirling's
approximation, or algebrai numbers versus trans endentals, or Fourier transforms? Convolution? Who is to say that all these questions are entirely senseless?
Can these `numbers' an in some interesting way be onne ted with the
arithmeti of Conway games [4℄?
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The AMEN ma hine

In this se tion we sket h in general terms the Arithmeti al Logi al Unit, or ALU
as it is alled in omputer ar hite ture. Intelle tual property onsiderations
di tate that we should restri t ourselves tightly to giving only rypti hints.
The ma hine works by graph rewriting. In the graph, the leaf nodes an
take on of 5 forms: (+), 0, (*), 1, (^). There are 3 forms of inner node. All
inner nodes are binary (for the moment), and there is one for ea h of the binary
fun tions +,*,^. The three di erent kinds of node help onserve spa e.
The general idea is mu h as with a ombinator ma hine su h as the `SKI'ma hine (Turner [29℄, Stoye [26℄), or a super ombinator ma hine (Hughes [11℄,
Fairburn ?? Johnsonn-Augustsonn ??, Peyton-Jones [20℄). One `unwinds' the
graph in pursuit of the ombinator at its head, building up a sta k of intermediate nodes. When the ombinator is found, if there are suÆ iently many
arguments sta ked, the graph is rewritten so that the node that formerly held
an instan e of the left-hand-side of its de nition now holds the orresponding
instan e of the right-hand-side.
However, here there are three levels of arithmeti , and so we have an additive sta k, a multipli ative sta k, and an exponential sta k. It is the ordinary
thing, but in 3 dimensions. One an think of the ma hine as being in 3 modes:
exponential (the E-axis), multipli ative (the M-axis), and additive (the A-axis).
(I haven't really worked this out, as must be obvious.)
Perhaps one ould express this me hanism in the form of an interpreter. In
Haskell there might be a state monad, with 3 sta ks. Garbage olle tion ould be
represented by an operation to ` anoni alise' the graph to the part of potential
interest (a essible from a sta k), as in breadth- rst opying. However, garbage
olle tion should do aÆne redu tions.
An observation of Conor M Bride: we have a ma hine whi h spends pra tially all of its time performing garbage olle tion, ex ept on e in a while when it
gets round to performing an addition. Truely the blame for all forms of garbage
may be laid at the feet of addition.
We should have `varargs' versions of the binary addition and multipli ation
nodes, as with nite sums and produ ts. Zero and one would be the degenerate,
0-pla e versions. If a right eld in a produ t is a sum, then expanding will
introdu e sharing of the left eld. This is a typi al optimisation.
Wadler [31℄, how to x spa e leaks with a garbage olle tor. He remarks
that ertain fun tions (paradigmati ally proje tions) an safely be evaluated by
a garbage olle tor, as they need no new storage. He probably knew that this
holds good for all aÆne fun tions.
Purely exponential sta k: gure 2
The usual ombinators: g 3.
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Exponential:
... ^ ...
^ b
... ^ b
... ^ ...
... ^ ...

^ ...
^ a
^ a
^ a
^ a

^ ...
^ f
^ f
^ f
^ f

^ (b^a)
^ (+)
^ ()
^ (^)
^ 0

!
!
!
!
!

... ^ b ^ a
( ^b^f ) ^ b ^ a
. . . ^ (b^f ) ^ a
... ^ f ^ a
... ^ ... ^ a

!
!
!
!
!

a
a
a
a
a

Appli ative (other way round):
(a b) . . . . . . . . .
(+) f a b
() f a b
(^) f a . . .
0 f a ...

...
...
...
...

b
b
(f b)
f

...

...
(f b )
...
...
...

Figure 2: Sta k transitions for the (exponential part of the) arithmeti al mahine.

(f a) . . . . . . . . .
B
C
W
K
I

f
f
f
f
f

a
a
a
a

b
b

...
...
... ...

!
!
!
!
!
!

f
f
f
f
f
f

a
...
(a b) . . .
b
a

...
...

a
a

...
...

Figure 3: Usual (BWICK) ombinators.
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unwind
(.)
swap
dupl
pop
no-op

a + b = \ l s z -> b l s (a l s z)
a * b = \ l s z -> b l (a l s) z
a ^ b = \ l s z -> b l' (a l) s z
where l' xi x = l (\ n -> xi n x)
0 = \ l s z -> z
1 = \ l s z -> s z

Figure 4: Arithmeti with a limit operation
4

Types (rough notes)

The exponential fun tion entails a ertain shift in type. You an see this if you
think of numbers as iterating operations { for example, handing another oin to
a shopkeeper. Doing su h a thing n + m times is just doing it n times, and then
m more. Doing a thing n  m times is doing m blo ks in ea h of whi h it it is
done n times. Doing a thing nm times also involves doing something m times,
but now the operation is (even) higher order. It is the operation on a on rete
operation whi h iterates it n times. (To be sure, there is also a `gearing-up'
involved in the step from addition to multipli ation, sin e we have to think of
the operation as something that an be repla ed by blo ks or multiples of itself.)
You an see this shift in another way, if you onsider what happens when the
notion of number is extended (as in gure 4) to in lude `limit' numbers of some
kind, su h as limits of ountable sequen es. We an extend the arithmeti al
ombinators to ommute with taking limits in the appropriate sense. (The
domain of the type of sequen es plays no r^ole.)
The things to remark here:
 See how the bra kets reep to the left.
 Look at how b is taken to be a 4 pla e fun tion in the equation for exponentiation.
 We need some notion of limit stru ture.
AÆne terms are always well-typed. (This is a ni e fa t, sin e it is merely
something to be observed, rather than a te hni al result.) It is some restri tion
on W, or +, or S (or other `repetitor') that enfor es a typing dis ipline. It is
to be suspe ted that in order to get a lass of fun tions whi h is losed under
identi ation of di erent arguments (i.e. under the W ombinator), some kind
of polymorphism is involved.
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Streams, dreams (jumbled remarks)

For a very long time I have had the following `dream': there is a very simple
arithmeti al interpretation (in some sense) of a system su h as Godel's theory
T of primitive re ursive fun tionals of nite type. As a orollary, whi h will be
s ar ely more than a remark, it will follow that T's provable ordinals are below
0 . The dream settled in me when listening around 1971 to a seminar by Jane
Bridge about systems of ordinal notations developed by W. Neumer [13℄ [14℄ [15℄
[16℄ [17℄, [18℄ [19℄. (Neumer seems to have disappeared without tra e. Perhaps
he was murdered by a proof theorist?) Neumer's system involved fun tionals of
higher type over the ordinals; the ones that on erned him he alled `fa ients'.
Jane also overed some similar systems developed by Peter A zel (who was in;uen ed by Neumer's papers, and may have been stimulated by ideas of S.
Feferman, reported in a paper [7℄ alled `Hereditarily replete fun tionals over
the ordinals'). A zel's systems are des ribed in [1℄. The ordinals obtained were
not big, but I have always liked Kreisel's `jingle' (stolen from the advertising
ampaign of a igarette ompany) that with proof-theoreti ordinals, \it's not
how big you make them, but how you make them big". The dream re eived
some kind of orroboration from a paper [8℄ by W. Howard alled `Assignment of
ordinals to terms for primitive re ursive fun tionals of nite type', a paper whi h
to this day remains highly mysterious, (despite te hni al lari ations and improvements by K. S hutte [24℄ and most re ently A. Weiermann [32℄). Howard's
paper has (obs urely) the `feel' of being based on a system of fun tionals.
Some initial investigations showed that the idea of su h an `interpretation'
ould be arried through for primitive re ursive arithmeti with indu tion restri ted to ground types, the orresponding system over the onstru tive se ond
number lass), and indeed some fragments of Godel's T. What I wanted was to
nd for the subje t of proof-theoreti ordinal analysis something omparable to
the method of omputability arguments (nowadays alled `logi al relations') at
the time developed by Tait, Howard, Girard, Martin-Lof, Prawitz, et al.
It is well known that the nite type stru ture over a ground type O with
pairing an be en oded in a `spine' of pure types: either On+1 = On ! On or
On+1 = On ! O will do, and no doubt other `spine's. I mu ked about with this
for a while, and tried several notions of hereditary majorisation, trying to show
that the terms on Godel's T were majorised in this sense by A zel's iteration
fun tionals. It was like stirring up mud in a stream. I gave up, for 20 years.
This `dream' began to assail/haunt me again when I noti ed the ompleteness of the arithmeti al ombinators. I be ame aware of papers by S hwi htenberg, Statman, and Zaion that were (more or less distantly) related to this
phenomenon. (These gents showed inter alia that the numeri al fun tions representable a la Chur h in the simply typed - al ulus are the `extended polynomials', these being the least losure under omposition of the onstant and
proje tion fun tions, the fun tion 0n, addition and multipli ation. Zaoin obtained further results for other nitary data types besides the natural numbers.)
One would like to somehow drasti ally extend this de nability result to stronger
- al uli, both in the dimension of indu tively de ned types and their re ursors,
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and in the dimension of trans nite extension of the type stru ture, as with universes. Ralph Loader, Daniel Leivant, Norman Danner, and Gordon Plotkin
too are somewhere on the horizon of this subje t. Something I have always
felt is very signi ant is the use of the fun tion sg(n) = 0n, whi h introdu es
some anti-monotoni ity (as well as allowing for de nition by ases, truth fun tions, and other ne infra-stru ture). (Note that this is a parti ular ase of the
exponentiation fun tion whose representation does not require a type shift.)
It is unreasonable to expe t to go to one's grave having rid oneself of all one's
dreams. But human beings are not very reasonable, and I am less reasonable
than most.
Of ourse, everyone knows that the ordinal of Godel's T is 0 (ex ept Girard,
who with harming e entri ity laims it is the Howard ordinal, . . . ). The
modern te hnology to prove it was in essen e invented by S hutte, and involves
the use of in nitary terms (that an be represented in a nitary way). S hutte's
te hnique was developed (in di erent ways) or re-invented by Tait [27℄, Hinata,
San his [23℄ and Diller [6℄. I have never felt entirely happy with this9 , although
I have to admit that probably the use of in nite terms in some guise is essential.
But what form?
Let us think of an `in nitary extension' of the al ulus of simply type al ulus (or some ombinatory isotope). I shall all it N , after Napier (the father
of logarithms, from Edinburgh). We introdu e a new unary type- onstru tor
[℄. If A is a type, then [A℄ will be a type of (some) in nitely pro eeding sequen es/ve tors/streams of obje ts of type A. The streams will be built up by
a few forms of ore ursion.
Here (in dribs and drabs) are some rules (of the kind) I have been looking
at.
5.1

Constru tion and de onstru tion

We add onstants for pushing something on the front of a stream, and operators
and :0 for taking the head and tail.
a:A
as : [A℄
(a; as ) : [A℄

:0

: [A℄
as 0 : [A℄

a : [A℄

as

a0 : A

(a; as )0 =
(a; as )0 =
Nothing parti ularly funny there.

a
as

9 I should however mention a re ent paper by Voda [30℄, whi h expresses some thoughts I
nd very ongenial { though I haven't penetrated his own approa h.
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5.2

Zippy things

I refer to `zip' in fun tional programming. By `zippiness' I mean to in lude
`bang', and lifting fun tions to sequen es. There are various hoi es here, whi h
are perhaps to be made on grounds of tidiness or brevity. This is not yet an
issue.
a:A
a! : [A℄
as

as

: [A℄

: [A ! B ℄
as [^℄fs : [B ℄
fs

: [A ! B ℄
bs : [B ! C ℄
as [℄bs : [A ! C ℄

: [A ! B ! C ℄
bs : [A ! C ! D℄
as [+℄bs : [A ! B ! D℄
The last three rules above merely extend the binary arithmeti al ombinators to sequen es, in a ` oordinate-wise' fashion. One may perhaps repla e the
whole blo k instead with the ombinators known to fun tional programmers as
`map', `zipWith' and `repeat'. (I learnt from Daniel Fridlander and Mia Indrika
the observation that these ombinators are really manifestations of the same
phenomenon. Indeed, one may make do with just ! and [^℄.) Some suitable
rules may be:
as

a:A

repeat(a) : [A℄
This is just a!.
f :A!B

as

map(f; as ) : [B ℄

: [A℄

This is just as [^℄f !.
f :A!B!C

as

: [A℄

zipWith(f; as; bs ) : [C ℄
This is just bs [^℄as [^℄f !. And so on.
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bs

: [B ℄

Equations
(a!)0
= a
(as [^℄fs )0 = as 0 ^fs 0
(as [℄bs )0 = as 0  bs 0
(as [+℄bs )0 = as 0 + bs 0
Nothing parti ularly funny there, either.
5.3

(a!)0
(as [^℄fs )0
(as [℄bs )0
(as [+℄bs )0

=
=
=
=

a!
as 0 [^℄fs 0
as 0 [℄bs 0
as 0 [+℄bs 0

Cumulative produ t

: [A ! A℄
fs : [A ! A℄
fs

Equations.

(fs )0 = 1
(fs )0 = (fs 0 !)[℄(fs 0 )
The equation for f may be a little easier to understand if one ontemplates:
(f0 ; f1 ; f2; : : :) = (1; f0 ; f0  f1 ; f0  f1  f2 ; : : :)
and bears in mind that f  g equals g  f . Noti e that if one de nes
f (0)
= a
f (n + 1) = b(n; f (n))
then
f (0) = a
f (1) = b(0; a)
f (2) = b(1; b(0; a))
:::
f (n)

= b(n 1; b(n 2; : : : ; b(0; a)) : : :))
= (b(n 1)  b(n 2)  : : :  b(0))(a)
= a^(b(0)      b(n 1))
If we order the arguments of the re ursion ombinator (in Godel's T) as
follows:
R : (N ! A ! A) ! N ! A ! A
with equations
R(b; 0; a)
= a
R(b; S (n); a) = b(n; R(b; n; a))
then we an rewrite the equations
R(b; 0)
= 1
R(b; S (n)) = b(n)  R(b; n)
but also as
R(b; 0)
= 1
R(b; S (n)) = R(b  S; n)  b(0)
= b(0)  R(S  b; n)
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5.4

Cumulative sum

It is natural to propose also (or at least hold in reserve) a umulative sum
operator.
: [(A ! A) ! A ! A℄
fs : [(A ! A) ! A ! A℄
fs

Equations.

(fs )0 = 0
(fs )0 = (fs 0 !)[+℄(fs 0 )
Surely if anything deserves to be alled ! it is (1!).

5.5

Now what?

What about the `interpretation'? The one riterion I have is that it should be
almost obvious. It should be the sort of thing one alls an `observation' rather
than a `result'. The diÆ ulty will be to think of it, rather than verify it. And it
should follow, as a simple orollary, that the proof theoreti ordinal of Godel's
T is  0 .
So, let us take Godel's T in the following form.
Type stru ture:
N
(A ! B )
O
Constants:
(^) : A ! (A ! B ) ! B
() : (A ! B ) ! (B ! C ) ! A ! C
(+) : (A ! B ! C ) ! (A ! C ! D) ! A ! B ! D
0 : A!B!B
R
: (N ! A ! A) ! N ! A ! A
Z
: N
S
: N !N
ZO : O
ZS : O ! O
ZL : (N ! O) ! O
Rules (of ` ut'):
a:A
b:A!B
a^b : B
b:A!B
:B!C
b :A!B
:A!B!C
d:A!C!D
+d:A !B !D
14

(It is not essential to have binary operators  and +.) Let 1 = 0^0.
Equations (rewriting rules):
b^a^(^)
= a^b
b^a^()
= ab
b^a^(+)
= a+b
b^a^0
= b
^(a  b) = ( ^a)^b
^(a + b) = ( ^a)  ( ^b)
 (a + b) = (  a) + (  b)
0
= 0
a+b+
= (a + b) +
a+0
= a
0+a
= a
ab
= (a  b) 
a1
= a
1a
= a
Z ^b^R
= 1
(n^S )^b^R = (Z ^b)  (n^(S  b)^R)
De ne the standard interpretation to be the model in whi h ! is the full
fun tion spa e onstru tor, N is the natural numbers, O is the ountable ordinals, ZO is the ordinal zero, SO is the ordinal su essor fun tion, LO is the
operation (a0 ; a1 ; : : :) 7! supn an . De ne the ordinal of T to be supn jtn j where
tn is an enumeration of t with t : O, and jaj is the value of a in the standard
interpretation.
Now what? We might try to map a type A of T to one A1 of N by something
like:
 1
℄
if A = N
(A ! B )1 = [AB1 !
B1
otherwise
We might attempt to map a term a : A of T somehow `homomorphi ally' to one
a1 : A1 of N . But it is not at all obvious what that should mean.
We might take some inspiration from realisability. Or a logi al relations
argument. Or a majorisation argument [9℄. But probably none of these things.
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6

detritus

I suspe t that proof-theorists (with some honourable ex eptions: Peter A zel,
Feferman) have been unduly obsessed with well-foundedness, or in other jargon,
initiality. If, in 1998, in a omputer-s ien e department, one reads the original
papers by Tait [27℄, Martin-Lof [12℄, Howard [10℄, .. about in nite terms, or
indeed (from a Curry-Howard perspe tive) in nite proofs, it seems reasonable
to ask \should this really be expressed in terms of streams?".
What is the `strength', in any reasonable sense, of (some simple) prin iples
of o-indu tion (say, as on streams, whi h seems somehow dual to indu tion on
the natural numbers)? I have no idea! On the other hand, from programming
in lazy fun tional languages, I know that oindu tion is an enormously useful
form of re ursion. (It seems to arise whenever you want to deal with something
`stateful'.)
Addition, multipli ation (not ne essary), exponentiation, and zero are 4 of
the 5 ingredients of Cantor normal form. What ould be !?
a ^ (b : bs) ^ ! = a : (a ^ b) ^ bs ^ !
!  hd
= 0
!  tl
= hd + tl  !
Maybe. (: is an in x ons.) Something else that seems to rop up is bang {
a kind of in nite repetition.
a ^ bang
= a : a ^ bang
bang  hd = 1
bang  tl = bang
And then, there are pointwise operations (map, zipWith, . . . ).
How to make something pre ise of this?
6.1

Hereditary orderings

Very vague ideas.
f <A! g = 9y : A:8x : A:y <A x ! x^f < x^g

(y1 ; ::; yk ) <A (x1 ; ::; xk ) means  in ea h oordinate, but stri t in at least one
oordinate?
De ne monotone,  rst. Then de ne stri t, <.
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